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SECOND SUPERCOMPUTING INSTITUTE TO BE HELD

The National Science Foundation (NSF) will
again fund a Summer Supercomputing Institute at
NCAR during 16-27 June. The institute here will be
one of six taking place around the country this
summer. Part of NSF's program to promote super-
computing, these conferences are intended to
develop a base of individuals more formally trained
in the use of supercomputers than has usually been
the case in the past. NCAR was chosen as one site
because of its experience in the field.

Ten instructors with extensive backgrounds in
various aspects of computing will each present 4.5
hours of lectures to a class of 25 senior graduate
students, postdoctoral researchers, and junior fac-
ulty. The subject areas include algorithms, archi-
tectures, languages, graphics, and applications. A
copy of the program is available from Belinda
Housewright at ext. 1310, Mesa Laboratory room 6.
The lectures, which will be held in the Main Semi-
nar Room of the Mesa Lab, will be open to NCAR em-
ployees.

James Browne from the University of Texas at
Austin will talk on programming large-scale paral-
lel computations. Craig Upson from Digital Produc-
tions will lecture on graphics. Digital Produc-
tions has made extensive use of supercomputers both
in TV and films, including the Jupiter sequence in
the movie 2010. Charles Peskin from the Courant
Institute will discuss modeling blood flow in the
human heart on a supercomputer. Bruce Leasure from
Kuch and Associates will compare supercomputer
architectures.

From Cray Research, Inc., Michael Booth will
lecture on the design of models on supercomputers.
Clive Temperton from the Atmospheric Environment
Service of Canada will talk on numerical methods
for computational physics. Communication and net-
working will be discussed by Dennis Jennings (or an
alternate) from the John von Neumann Center at
Princeton University. John Palmer from NCUBE,
Inc., and Oliver McBryan from the Courant Institute
will lecture on advanced architecture and algo-
rithms, respectively. lain Duff from the Atomic
Energy Research Establishment, Harwell, United
Kingdom, will discuss the solution of large linear
systems of equations on a supercomputer.

The lectures will start at 8:30 a.m. and end at3:00 p.m. At 3:30 p.m. the class will attend a
hands-on supercomputing laboratory. IBM has loaned
the institute 25 XT and six AT microcomputers,
which will be set up in the north Damon Room. The

south Damon Room will also be used for laboratory
instruction during the two-week institute. The
class will obtain instruction and experience on the
NCAR CRAY-is. If all goes well, they will also run

on the CRAY X-MP multiprocessor located at the Uni-
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, via the
newly established University Satellite Network.
For further information contact either Richard Sato
at ext. 1287 or Paul Swarztrauber at ext. 1220. e

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A SUCCESSFUL SPRING FAC PARTY

Despite a late snow, the Employee Activities
Committee's (EAC) spring FAC party held on Friday,
16 May, generated some spring party fever. Numer-
ous Hawaiian shirts were in evidence, and the
partygoers seemed determined to enjoy themselves
despite the inclement weather. The "Loudest Hawai-

ian Shirt Contest" and the "Free (You Can't Lose)
Raffle" were held as scheduled, and the winners
were as follows: By acclamation, the Loudest Hawai-
ian Shirt Contest was a dead heat between Art
Binkley and Harry Hiebert of the Administration
Division, who split the prize: a $15.00 K-Mart gift

certificate.

The raffle grand prize of $50.00 in cash went
to Del Harris of the Scientific Computing Division.
The second prize, a $25.00 gift certificate for the
Broker Restaurant, was won by Phil Thompson of the
Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction Division. The
two third prizes were five Colorado Lottery tick-
ets, won by Chuck Smythe of the Atmospheric Chemis-
try Division and Dick Friesen of the Atmospheric
Technology Division. The other contestants can
anticipate next year's FAC raffle, and everyone can
look forward to the next EAC bash: the second annu-
al summer splash party. Details will be announced
soon.
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SCD WARNS OF FURTHER COMPUTING DELAYS

The power to the Scientific Computing Division
(SCD) Machine Room is now scheduled to resume on
Tuesday, 3 June. However, because of the radical
modifications that have been made to the Machine
Room, extensive testing and reinstallation will be
required before any of the computers are available
for use. Do not anticipate having access to com-
puting resources before the end of the first week
in June at the earliest.

Systems personnel and vendor technical staff
will be doing their utmost to bring the various
computers up as soon as possible. Problems may
occur, however, since all of the power supply and
cooling equipment systems have been totally re-
worked and the machines have been shut down for
over a month. The magnitude of the modifications
made to the computing facility is analagous to a
completely new installation, so please be patient
with inevitable problems and delays. SCD will make
every effort to achieve the fastest possible res-
toration of computing facilities for our users.

In addition, please note that even after the
facility becomes available for use, the computing
environment may be unstable for some time. Un-
scheduled downtime is likely to occur, particularly
on the CRAY computers, which are quite sensitive to
disruptions. While it is impossible to estimate
the duration of the period of instability, it is
likely to be several weeks at the least. SCD will
try to reduce the disruptions to a minimum, but
again, we request your patience during this stabi-
lization effort.

To check on current status, users in the Mesa
Lab should watch for a special hard-copy bulletin.
SCO will issue on-line messages as this becomes
possible. The Consulting Office telephone answer-
ing machine will also have updated messages about
the status of the facility; the number is 497-1278.

SOFTBALL SCHEDULE

The Stroh's Sox took a week off but will resume
play Monday, 2 June, at 9:45 p.m. against Nolo
Contendere.
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MESA LAB POWER TO BE OUT TOMORROW

The second Mesa Lab building-wide power shut-
down in connection with site preparation for the
CRAY X-MP is scheduled for Saturday, 31 May. Power

will be out from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

NEW MEDICAL INSURANCE PHONE NUMBER

Effective 1 June 1986, a new Prudential PACRS/
SSOP (Pre-Admission and Concurrent Review Service/
Second Surgical Opinion Program) unit is opening in
Houston, Texas, to service our area. The new phone
number to call to arrange hospital stays and surgi-

cal procedures is 1-800-524-1269.

A memo and wallet card giving this number and
instructions, as well as outlining changes in the
Second Surgical Opinion Program, have been dis-
tributed to the staff this week. If you did not
receive a copy of the memo or have any questions,
please contact Sandi Bell, ext. 8706, or Lisa

Rothrauff, ext. 8703.

TANDY PC DISCOUNT AND DEMONSTRATION

Through 30 June, all NCAR and UCAR employees
can take advantage of a 12% discount on all Tandy
personal computers (PCs). On Tuesday, 3 June, a
representative of the Tandy Corp. will be in the

Damon Room of the Mesa Lab from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m.
to demonstrate the Tandy 3000 PC (IBM PC-AT-

compatible) and the Tandy lap-size portables.
Product descriptions and other literature will be
available; please bring any software you wish to
test (either 360-kilobyte or 1.2-megabyte diskette
formats). The PCs are available from the Radio
Shack Computer Center, 3550 Arapahoe Road, Boulder;
telephone 443-7142.

JUNE AMS MEETING

The Denver-Boulder chapter of the American
Meteorological Society will meet Thursday, 5 June,
at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Seminar Room of the Mesa
Lab. The speaker for this meeting will be Joachim
Kuettner, presenting a talk entitled "Soaring Ad-
ventures and Discoveries." New officers for 1986-
87 will be elected during a short business meeting.
All are invited to attend.

CLEAN-UP PARTY AT SAM'S WAREHOUSE

On Thursday, 12 June, NCAR plans to clean up
our leased storage space in Sam's Warehouse (1575
Marshall Road). We are asking all employees who
have equipment stored at Sam's Warehouse to come
out between 9:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. and take a
close look at what is there. Labor will be pro-
vided to help lift, shove, and throw away. A dump-
ster will be at the site. Tags will be given out
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so you can designate items for excess, items to be
thrown away, or those to be stored longer. Prop-
erty records will be available for reference.

CAFETERIA NEWS

The Wednesday lunch special for next week
(4 June) will be spaghetti with meat sauce, a small
salad, garlic bread, sherbet, and coffee or tea,
all for $3.50.

The breakfast special for next week will be
eggs Benedict with a peach half for $2.25.

The winner of this week's free lunch is

JULI REW

T-SHIRT DESIGN CONTEST

The Employee Activities Committee (EAC) needs a
design for its next batch of NCAR T-shirts, which
are sold to NCAR employees, families, and friends.
The EAC will hold a contest for the best design,
and the winner will receive a free T-shirt and a
gift certificate for dinner for two. Free T-shirts
will be given to the four runners-up.

Entries are due no later than 4 June and should. be sent to Rosemary Mitchell in the Mesa Lab. En-
tries will be judged by the EAC members with help
from Graphics.

VISITORS

BENJAMIN ANDERSON, Wittenberg University. Field of
interest: Atmospheric chemistry. 1 June-
31 August. ML room 047, ext. 1466.
--James Davidson, Atmospheric Chemistry Division

JOYCE BERKEY, Minot State College. Field of inter-
est: Analysis of data from ionospheric Thompson
scatter radars. 2 June-31 August. ML room 288A,
ext. 1554.
--Arthur Richmond, High Altitude Observatory

DOUGLAS BRAUN, University of Hawaii at Manoa.
Field of interest: Effect of sunspots on high-
degree p-mode oscillations. 1-7 June. ML
room 464, ext. 1517.
-- Bruce Lites, High Altitude Observatory

JOHN FOLLAND, Minot State College. Field of inter-
est: Dynamics Explorer satellite data analysis.

4 June-6 September. ML room 593A, ext. 1594.
-- Raymond Roble, High Altitude Observatory

GEORG GRELL, University of Miami. Field of inter-
est: Cumulus parameterization. 1 May 1986 -
30 April 1987. ML room 602, ext. 1669.
--Stephen Schneider, Advanced Study Program

MICHAEL HELFORD, NASA Johnson Space Flight Center.
Field of interest: Remote sensing. 2-3 June. ML
room 320C, ext. 1615.
--Michael Glantz, Advanced Study Program

MARK KENNEDY, University of Wisconsin at Madison.
Field of interest: Scientific research at NCAR. 3-
13 June. RL-6 room 103, ext. 8721.
--Joan Frisch, Media Relations and Information Ser-

vices

SCOTT LUNDGREN, Williams College. Field of inter-
est: Analysis of Stokes II data, evaluation of sun-
spot observations. 2 June-6 September. ML
room 273, ext. 1514.
-- Bruce Lites, High Altitude Observatory

BARBARA MIHALAS, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. Field of interest: Solar and stellar
oscillations. 1 June-22 August. ML room 486,
ext. 1563.
--Timothy Brown, High Altitude Observatory

DIMITRI MIHALAS, University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. Field of interest: Solar/stellar
project. 1 June-22 August. ML room 486, ext. 1563.
--Richard Fisher, High Altitude Observatory

HAROLD SCHIFF, York University, Downsview, Ontario,
Canada. Field of interest: Atmospheric measurement
and chemistry. 22-23 May.
--Julius Chang, Acid Deposition Modeling Project

H. SCHOLL, University of Nice Observatory, France.
Field of interest: Dynamics of the solar system.
1 June-31 August. ML room 567, ext. 1531.
--Marianne Faurobert, High Altitude Observatory

NIELS SCHONBECK, Metropolitan State College. Field
of interest: Reactive gases and particles. 1 June-
30 July. ML room 386, ext. 1422.
--Allan Lazrus, Atmospheric Chemistry Division

WILLIAM TORRY, West Virginia University. Field of
interest: Drought, famine, and desertification.
2 June. ML room 219, ext. 1607.
--Michael Glantz, Advanced Study Program
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The following people will be attending the
first meeting of the Terminal Doppler Weather
Radar/Low-Level Wind Shear Alert System (TDWR/
LLWAS) User Working Group on 4-5 June:

Roland Bowles, NASA Langley Research Center
Willie Card, Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
Patrick Clyne, Airline Pilots Association, Bloom-

ington, Minnesota
Walt Coleman, Air Transport Association, Washing-

ton, D.C.
William Cotton, United Airlines, Chicago, Illinois
Lou Cusimano, FAA
Paul Drouilhet, Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology (MIT) Lincoln Laboratory
James Evans, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Al Hastings, Allied Pilots Association, Fenwick

Island, Delaware

G. Cliff Hay, FAA
Ed Kupcis, Boeing Commercial Airplane Company,
Seattle, Washington

William Laynor, National Transportation Safety
Board

Mark Merritt, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Paul O'Brien, FAA
Dan Rebhun, FAA
Byron Reed, HB Zachry Inc., San Antonio, Texas
Paul Smith, Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association,

Frederick, Maryland
Lloyd Stevenson, Department of Transportation
Melvin Stone, MIT Lincoln Laboratory
Don Turnbull, FAA
Robert Wheeler, FAA
Douglas White, FAA
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Tit le

(in stock)
Computing Division News
NMFECC Buffer
Software Division Newsletter
The Record
The Tentacle
Univ. Computer Center Newsletter

(on order)
ECMWF Newsletter

Gather/Scatter
Supercomputer Forum
Supercomputer News
The Scientific Computor

Computing Site

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Nat'l Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer Center
Cray Research, Inc.
Nat'l Center for Atmospheric Research
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
University of Minnesota

European Centre for Medium
Range Weather Forecasts

San Diego Supercomputer Center
Boeing Computer Services
Office of Advanced Scientific Computing
National Bureau of Standards

NCAR computer users may contact either author of this article with suggestions for future
acquisitions.

Barbara Summers: (303) 497-1175
Richard Valent: (303) 497-1302

Barbara Summer. is an NCAR Librarian in the Administration Division; Richard Valent is a CRAY
Software Librarian in the Uer Services Section of SCD.

The~ *eor *a'l

My acquisitions recommendation is:

for the Mesa, RL-6, RL-3, MAR or RAF Library. (Circle one) Name:

May 30, 1986

Computing Newsletters in the NCAR Library

by Barbara Summers and Richard Valent

The NCAR Library has reserved a display rack for newsletters from several supercomputer sites
and large-scale scientific computing installations. These newsletters are of interest to NCAR's
scientific and programming staff because they contain information on a range of topics relevant
to NCAR's computing environment, including supercomputing, multitasking, software, com-
munications, and progress at these sites. This information is timely in that the proposed
NSFnet data communications network will link NCAR to the five national supercomputer
centers, and several NCAR scientists are already computing at some of these centers.
The newsletters are located in a rack on the wall in front of the Librarian's desk; look for the
sign "Computing Newsletters" in that area. At present, readers may not remove these materi-
als from the library. The following table indicates the title and origin for newsletters in stock
and those that have been ordered.

EuroDean Centre



The following material will be displayed in the Mesa Library May 29 - June 5, and in the RL-6
Library June 6 - June 13. New acquisitions announced last week (May 23) are presently on display
in the RL-6 Library through June 6. You may borrow new books, reports, and microfiche by checking
the item of interest below and returning to Gayl Gray.

NEW BOOKS

New books for the Mesa, RL-6, RL-3, MAR and RAF Libraries are in the following list.
Reference material does not circulate.

HANDBOOK OF INTELLIGENCE: THEORIES, MEASUREMENTS, AND APPLICATIONS. Wolman,
B.B., 1985.

LONG-RANGE FORECASTING: FROM CRYSTAL BALL TO COMPUTER. Armstrong, J.S., 1985.
APPROXIMATE REASONING IN EXPERT SYSTEMS. Gupta, M.M., 1985.
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS: AN INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED

MATHEMATICS. Braun, M., 1983.
NATURAL CONVECTION: FUNDAMENTALS AND APPLICATIONS. Kakapc, S., et al., 1985.
METEOROLOGY: THE ATMOSPHERE AND THE SCIENCE OF WEATHER. Moran, J., 1986.
CLIMATES OF CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN EUROPE. 1977.
ADVANCES IN CHROMATOGRAPHY. 1986.
THE BIOGEOCHEMICAL CYCLING OF SULFUR AND NITROGEN IN THE REMOTE ATMOSPHERE

Galloway, J., 1985.
FINITE ELEMENTS. Becker, E.B., 1986.
SOLDERING IN ELECTRONICS. Wassink, R.J.K., 1984.
COST JUSTIFICATION OF INFORMATION SERVICES. Plate, K.H., 1983.
MARKETING AND THE LIBRARY. Ford, G.T., 1984.
AMERICAN REFERENCE BOOKS ANNUAL. 1986.

OCEANOGRAPHY

CALL NUMBER

BF431 H3187 1985

H61.4 A76 1985
QA76.76 E95A67 1985
QA371 B73 1983 c.2 in RL-3

QC330 N38 1985
QC861.2 M625 1986
QC981 W67, vol. 6 c.2
QC271 A23 v.25
QH344 N38 1984 c.2

TA347 F5B4 v.6 1986
TT267 W37 1984 in MAR
Z674.4 P57 1983
Z716.3 M287 1984
Z1035.1 A55 v.17 in Ref

NEW TECHNICAL REPORTS

23491. -- TOMEI B A (ET AL)i ROCKET EXPERIMENTS FOR SPECTRAL ESTIMATION OF ELECTRON DENSITY FINE STRUCTURE
IN THE AURORAL AND EQUATORIAL IONOSPHERE AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS (1986)

23492. -- MEITIN J 6 (ET AL), OKLAHOMA-KANSAS PRELIMINARY REGIONAL EXPERIMENT FOR STORM-CENTRAL (O-K
PRE-STORM) VOLUME I DAILY OPERATIONS SUMMARY (1985)

23493. -- BIRKENHEUER D (ET AL), REVIEW OF THE VAS ASSESSMENT DURING THE 1985 PROFS SUMMER EXERCISE (1985)

23494. -- LEE C Br MODELLING AND CLIMATOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF CONVECTIVE BOUNDARY LAYER (1985)

23495. -- STRAIN B R (ED) (ET AL), DIRECT EFFECTS OF INCREASING CARBON DIOXIDE ON VEGETATION (1985)

23496 -- MACCRACKEN M C (ED) (ET AL), POTENTIAL CLIMATIC EFFECTS OF INCREASING CARBON DIOXIDE (1985)

23497. -- NORWESTERS OF BENGAL (1944)

23498. -- MCCORMICK M P, SAGE AEROSOL MEASUREMENTS VOLUME II--JANUARY l 1980, TO DECEMBER 31, 1980 (1986)

23499. -- KENT G (ET AL), DEVELOPMENT OF A GLOBAL MODEL FOR ATMOSPHERIC BACKSCATTER AT C02 WAVELENGTHS
(1986)

23500. -- BLUESTEIN H B (ET AL), ANALYSIS OF AIRBORNE DOPPLER LIDAR, DOPPLER RADAR, AND TALL TOWER
MEASUREMENTS OF ATMOSPHERIC FLOWS IN QUIESCENT AND STORMY WEATHER (1986)

23501. -- DEMORE W B (ET AL), CHEMICAL KINETICS AND PHOTOCHEMICAL DATA FOR USE IN STRATOSPHERIC MODELING
EVALUATION NUMBER 7 (1985)

23502. -- DEMORE W B (ET AL), CHEMICAL KINETICS AND PHOTOCHEMICAL DATA FOR USE IN STRATOSPHERIC MODELING
EVALUATION NUMBER 6 (1983)

23503. -- CHEMICAL KINETIC AND PHOTOCHEMICAL DATA FOR USE IN STRATOSPHERIC MODELLING EVALUATION NUMBER 4: NASA
PANEL FOR DATA EVALUATION (1981)

0



NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

P.O. Box 3000 Boulder, Colorado 80307 (303) 497-8713

May 28, 1986

NCAR/UCAR is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.

Salaries for new employees and for current employees receiving
reassignment will be between the range minimum and maximum shown for each job.

Specific starting salaries are determined by comparing the applicant's
qualifications with the requirements and assessing expected performance levels.

*ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK - #0564*

ADM - Finance Office
Non-Exempt Range: 25, $1,111 - 1,443/mo
DUTIES: Processes accounts payable.
Verifies and validates invoices and ship-
ping/receiving information against pur-
chase orders; makes payments to vendors;
investigates problem files; answers ven-
dors' questions regarding invoices and
payments; and proofreads and mails vendor
checks on open purchase orders. Opens
and distributes mail. Logs in and
endorses all accounts receivable. Serves
as back-up for other accounting clerks.. REQUIRES:
-- Skill in basic accounting, invoicing,

and accounts payable
-- Skill in maintaining attention to de-

tail
-- Skill in data entry and operating of-

fice equipment such as 10-key adding
machines and photocopiers

-- Skill in performing calculations ac-
curately

-- Skill in accurate typing of approxi-
mately 30 WPM

-- Demonstrated organizational skills
-- Skill in oral and written communica-

tions
-- Skill in establishing work priorities
-- Willingness to learn the use of elec-

tronic spreadsheets
ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Skill in the use of a computer termi-

nal
-- Skill in using electronic spreadsheets
Becky Foco X8710

*ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT - #0557*

This position has been changed. The
position will be half-time until late
summer, FULL-TIME thereafter.

This position is open to UCAR/NCAR
employees only.

UCAR - Office of the President Emeritus
Non-Exempt Range: 29, $831 - 1,056/mo

(.50 FTE)
DUTIES: Manages information flow and
documentation for the President Emeritus'
duties as Director and Trustee of various
nonprofit corporations and organizations.
Organizes, coordinates, and administers
the arrangements and logisitics for con-
ferences and workshops, special events,
and selected meetings. Represents the
President Emeritus, handling telephone
and personal inquiries with individuals.
Reads and handles all incoming mail de-
ciding what action is needed and the pri-
ority of response. Initiates and writes
responses for the President Emeritus'
signature when possible. Manages the
President Emeritus' office time and
out-of-office appointments, involving
control of his office and home calendars.
Schedules out-of-town appointments, han-
dles travel arrangements, prepares and
organizes background materials, and
writes confirmation letters. Develops,
implements, and maintains numerous sys-
tems to control office data. Prepares
letters, memoranda, speeches, reports,
and proposals from dictation tapes,
handwritten, or computer generated copy
requiring decisions about style and
format. Takes notes at meetings and
conferences and prepares minutes. Pre-
pares budgets and controls finances for
two accounts. Functions as liaison with
other NCAR and UCAR staff and offices.

0



REQUIRES:
-- Typing speed of approximately 75 WPM
-- Extensive skill in office practices

and procedures
-- Excellent skills in the use of English

grammar, spelling, punctuation, and
syntax

-- Skill in office management and super-
vision

-- Excellent time management skills
-- Skill in coordinating travel arrange-

ments
-- Skill in coordinating conferences and

workshops
-- Skills in record keeping and general

records management
-- Skills in setting priorities and work-

ing independently
-- Strong communication skills, both oral

and written
-- Word processing skills
Nancy Lipppincott X8729

ASSOCIATE SCIENTIST I -#0558

ATD - Maypole Analysis
Exempt Range: 80, $1,696 - 2,545/mo
DUTIES: Supports analysis of aircraft
and dual-polarization radar data collect-
ed as part of the MAYPOLE project. De-
velops FORTRAN software for data process-
ing and analysis tasks on NCAR VAX and
CRAY computers. Writes FORTRAN programs
to aid in the processing, analysis, and
display of radar, aircraft, or other data
sets. Processes research data as speci-
fied by project scientists. Carries out
analysis tasks outlined by project scien-
tists with minimal supervision. Docu-
ments progress and results of data
processing and research analysis tasks.
REQUIRES:
-- Bachelor's degree in physical science,

engineering, computer science, or
mathematics, or equivalent combina-
tion of education and skills

-- Thorough knowledge of and skill at
FORTRAN programming

-- Demonstrated skill at organizing and
working independently on complex tasks

-- Demonstrated skill at data analysis
techniques and methods

-- Demonstrated skill at documenting data
analysis and research efforts

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Familiarity with NCAR computing sys-

tems
NOTE: This position has a term of up to
one year.
Debi Koepke X8728

Page two

*SOFTWARE ENGINEER II - #0563*

ATD - Field Observing Facility/Research
Systems Group
Exempt Range: 57, $2,266 - 3,399/mo
DUTIES: Designs, develops, implements,
documents, and evaluates real-time
software used for radar control, data
acquisition, and display on meteorologi-
cal radar systems. Maintains and up-
grades computer hardware in software
development lab. Works independently and
makes recommendations regarding integra-
tion of work into the total remote sens-
ing system. Writes applications programs
to support development, maintenance, and
operation of radar systems. Develops
related software, such as aircraft posi-
tion overlaps, scan optimization, tape
readback processing, and off-line analy-
sis. Develops flexible, user-tolerant
software for real-time control of an-
tennae, processors, displays, and commun-
ications used in FOF radar systems. Acts
as software expert in a team that speci-
fies future radar system capabilities and
configurations, including software
assistance on programmable radar pro-
cessor development. Trains technicians,
engineers, and scientists in the opera-
tion of radar systems software. Supports
field projects by adding software capa-
bilities and configuring software to
satisfy needs dictated by scientific
requirements. Documents and reports on
software projects. Acts as system
manager for Research System Group (RSG)
computer lab used to develop test pro-
grams for later installation on radar

systems. Directs electronic technicians
in computer upgrades and diagnostic/re-

pair activities. Supervises employees in
ways consistent with UCAR policies and
with its affirmative action and equal
opportunity programs.

REQUIRES:
-- M.S. in computer sciences, math, or

electrical engineering or equivalent
combination of education and skills

-- Demonstrated skill in software devel-
opment

-- Demonstrated skill in the use of
high-level computer languages such as

C, FORTRAN, and Pascal for solving
real-time multi-tasking oriented
problems

-- Demonstrated skill in software system
design, implementation, testing, and
evaluation

-- Skill in conducting numerical analysis
as applied to engineering problems

-- Skill in working independently on
loosely defined development projects

-- Skill in working as a member of a
design team

-- Skill in effective communications,
both verbal and written
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-- Skill in documenting research and de-
velopment efforts

-- Familiarity with assembly language
programming down to the interrupt
handler level

-- Familiarity with basic concepts of
computer graphics and local area net-
works

-- Familiarity with using basic electri-
cal equipment, such as voltmeters and
oscilloscopes

-- Knowledge of small computer systems
architecture and hardware such as
Charles River Data System

-- Knowledge of UNIX and MS-DOS operating
systems

-- Knowledge of radar meteorology or
pulsed-Doppler radar signal theory

-- Willingness to travel for periods usu-
ally not exceeding one month, but
sometimes totaling 90 days per year

-- Physical ability to lift approximately
70 lbs. for reconfiguration of compu-
ter systems

Debi Koepke X8728

WRITER/EDITOR I or II - #0561

SCD - User Services Section
Exempt Range: 40, $1,534 - 2,301/mo

41, $1,930 - 2,895/mo
DUTIES: Produces and distributes a daily
computer news bulletin, distributed via
an on-line network, editing items receiv-
ed by staff and coordinating with divi-
sional staff to ensure accuracy. Assists
in the production of a monthly computer
news periodical published by SCD: sets
deadlines; obtains copy; writes and edits
copy; produces draft versions for inter-
nal review; lays out final copy; coordi-
nates photo sessions, graphics and print
shop production; and produces camera-
ready copy. Assists members of SCD
Documentation Project by performing a
variety of tasks, including entering and
editing on-line draft text. Writes and
edits technical materials for the pro-
duction of computer-user documents.
Assists SCD staff with copy editing, text
processing questions and problems, and
computer mailing list generation.
ADDITIONAL DUTIES (level II): Functions
as managing editor for major SCD publica-
tions (guides, reports, executive summa-
ries, consulting office documents,
conference background papers and proceed-
ings). Exercises full editorial control
and responsibility for both the daily
bulletin and the monthly periodical.
Formulates editorial policies and coordi-
nates these with the division director's
office. Conducts regular surveys of the

periodical's readership to better under-
stand and meet their needs. Develops new
features and improves existing ones.
Collaborates with principal authors and
divisional staff on writing, editing, and
copy-editing projects. Manages the pro-
duction of training materials and coordi-

nates training sessions (tutorials, com-
puter-aided training, seminars, and
classes).
REQUIRES:
-- BA in English, Journalism, or Techni-

cal Writing, or the equivalent combi-
nation of education and experience

-- Basic knowledge of computing theory,
terminology, and user-level operation

-- Thorough knowledge of the English
language, including punctuation,
spelling, syntax, and grammar

-- Skill in assimilating new information
quickly and thoroughly in order to
apply it in writing documentation

-- Skill in formulating work schedules,
deadlines, and project goals

-- Demonstrated skill in completing
specific tasks with minimal supervi-
sion while providing accurate and
complete results

-- Skill in working with a variety of
people in a competent and professional
manner

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Typing speed of approximately 60 WPM
-- Knowledge of UNIX Shell programming
-- Knowledge of FORTRAN programming
-- Familiarity with on-line text editors,

document production systems, and
in-text mark-up processing languages

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS (level II):
-- Advanced skills in technical writing

and editing in a computing or data

processing environment
-- Basic skills in at least one struc-

tured programming language (FORTRAN,
Pascal, or C)

-- Familiarity with computer operating
systems and text editors

-- Skill in the use of computerized
typeset document production systems

-- Skill in collaborating with contrib-
uting authors and satisfying the
requirements of both the authors and
the established documentation stan-
dards

-- Skill in phrasing complex technical
computing concepts in terms appropri-
ate for audiences of varying technical
backgrounds

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED(level II):
-- Familiarity with microcomputer soft-

ware
-- Knowledge of UNIX Shell programming
Nancy Lippincott X8729



CASUAL

STUDENT ASSISTANT II - #0555

NOTE: This job is located at the Goddard
Space Flight Center Greenbelt, Maryland.

HAO - Solar Maximum Mission
Flat Rate: $6.90/hour
DUTIES: Provides general assistance in
operating the orbital coronagraph/polari-
meter experiment from the Experiment
Operations Facility at the Goddard Space
Flight Center. Inputs planned observa-
tional sequences to a DEC 11/34 computer.
Assists in verifying output and generat-
ing instrument command sequences. Moni-
tors experiment status during real-time
contacts. Carries out support tasks in
conjunction with receipt of data and
verification of data quality.
REQUIRES:
-- Knowledge of physics, astronomy, or

related subjects at the junior level
in college, or its equivalent

-- Skill in working effectively in a
small group

-- Demonstrated skill in maintaining
attention to detail

-- Willingness to work irregular hours
-- Ability to work up to 20 hours/week

during periods school is in session,
and 20 to 40 hours/week during breaks

-- Must be enrolled for credit in an
accredited secondary or post secondary
school, college or university; or in a
trade school which has received a
Certificate of Approval from the
Colorado State Board for Community
Colleges and Occupational Education

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Working knowledge of minicomputer

operations
NOTE: This position has a term of up to
September 30, 1986 with the possibility
of extension.
Becky Foco X8710

STUDENT ASSISTANT II - #0559

ATD - Research Aviation Facility
Flat Rate: $6.90/hour
DUTIES: Assists in batch processing
aircraft data using existing software and
in developing applications programs for
use by RAF programmers and scientists.
Works under minimal supervison on data
processing tasks, tracking a project and
maintaining accurate documentation of
results. Participates in the testing and
maintenance of new software. Performs
routine tasks associated with batch pro-
cessing, such as tape copying and archi-
ving, preparing and debugging production
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runs, and maintaining accurate records
and documentation. Prepares software
processor for production data processing
runs on the CRAY computers. Performs
maintenance on the data processing
software. Assists in the design and
development of special-purpose software
for test and analysis of new instrumenta-
tion systems. Provides consulting on
software matters to RAF staff and outside
users as required. Assists in the evalu-
ation of RAF data products through theuse of various time-series analysis tech-

niques including statistical, temporal,
and frequency domain methods. Assists inthe development of applications packages
including mathematical calculations,
numerical analysis, and graphics soft-
ware, which may be conducted on the CRAY
1A, VAX, or HP1000. Documents results of

all tasks performed.
REQUIRES:
-- Basic skill at performing mathematical

calculations as would typically be
acquired by successfully completing asemester of college-level calculus

-- Skill at FORTRAN programming
-- Skill at working under minimal super-

vision on assigned tasks
-- Skill at performing tasks requiring

careful attention to detail, accu-
rately and in a timely fashion

-- Demonstrated skill at working with

interactive computer systems and theuse of interactive editors
-- Willingness to learn the complexities

of the NCAR computing network to
become proficient in its use

-- Must be enrolled for credit in anaccredited secondary or post secondary
school, college or university; or in a
trade school which has received a
Certificate of Approval from the
Colorado State Board for Community
Colleges and Occupational Education

-- Ability to work up to 20 hours per
week during periods school is in
session, and full-time during breaks

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Student who is studying computer

science, mathematics, or physical
sciences

NOTE: This position is for a term up to
September 30, 1986 with possibility of
extension.
Debi Koepke X8728

STUDENT ASSISTANT II - *0560

DIR - Genesis of Atlantic Lows Project
Flat Rate: $6.90/hour
DUTIES: Assists in the design and
development of software to read, inter-
polate, and mosaic digitized radar data.
This includes developing, testing, and
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maintaining new software, or modifying/
adapting existing software. Prepares
software processor for data processing on
the CRAY or VAX computers. Aids in the
evaluation of products through the use of
time series analysis techniques. Copies
tapes, archives data, and prepares and
debugs production runs. Documents all
tasks performed.
REQUIRES:
-- Skill in FORTRAN programming
-- Skill in understanding scientist's

requirements, interpreting these re-
quirements, and turning them into a
working program

-- Skill in working with minimum super-
vision on assigned tasks

-- Skill in performing tasks in a timely
fashion with careful attention to
detail and accuracy

-- Skill in the use of interactive com-
puter systems and interactive editors

-- Must be enrolled for credit in an
accredited secondary or post secondary
school, college or university; or in a
trade school which has received a
Certificate of Approval from the
Colorado State Board for Community
Colleges and Occupational Education

- Ability to work up to 20 hours/week
during periods school is in session,
and full-time during breaks

ALSO DESIRED, BUT NOT REQUIRED:
-- Academic background in computer

science, mathematics, or related
physical sciences

NOTE: This is a term position, up to
September 30, 1986.
Nancy Lippincott X8729

*STUDENT ASSISTANT II - #0565*

UCAR - Corporate Affiliates Program
Flat Rate: $6.90/hour
DUTIES: Gathers information from the
NCAR Library and other institutions to
acquaint corporate executives with the
latest developments in the atmospheric
and oceanic sciences as they relate to
the corporations' activities. Follows up
on visits by NCAR scientists to the sites
of corporate affiliates by contacting
libraries and data repositories to locate
reprints and data sets. Photocopies
various documents; assimilates and
packages this information for distribu-
tion to the appropriate person(s) in the
corporation. Performs light typing
tasks.
REQUIRES:
-- Strong communication and interpersonal

skills
-- Skill in following oral and written

~instructions

-- Skill in conducting library searches
to locate sources of technical and
non-technical information in response
to individual requests

-- Skill in working independently and
with minimum supervision

-- Light typing skills
-- Knowledge of atmospheric and oceanic

sciences terminology
-- Must be enrolled for credit in an

accredited secondary or post secondary
school, college or university; or in a
trade school which has received a
Certificate of Approval from the
Colorado State Board for Community
Colleges and Occupational Education

-- Ability to work up to 20 hours/week
NOTE: This position is for a term of up
to August 31, 1986, with the possibility
of extension.
Nancy Lippincott X8729

ADDITIONAL POSITIONS

We are still accepting applications for
the positions listed below. For infor-
mation on any of the following previously
published job vacancies, please contact
the Personnel/EOP office on extension

8693.

ASSOCIATE SCIENTIST I - 10547

CSD - Cloud Physics Group
Exempt Range: 80, $1,396 - 2,545/mo
Date first published in "Job Openings":
May 7, 1986

COMPUTER OPERATOR I - #0556

SCD - Operations Section
Non-Exempt Range: 27, $672 - 873/mo

(.50 FTE)
Date first published in "Job Openings":
May 14, 1986

MANAGER USER SERVICES SECTION - #0553

SCD - User Services Section
Exempt Range: 79, $3,494 - 5,242/mo
Date first published in "Job Openings":
May 7, 1986

SCIENTIST I or II - $0542

AAP - Climate Section/Global Climate
Modeling Group
Exempt Range: 84, $2,420 - 3,630/mo

85, $3,044 - 4,567/mo
Date first published in "Job Openings":
April 16, 1986
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SCIENTIST II OR III - #0512

ATD - Research Applications Program
Exempt Range: 85, $3,044-4,567/mo (86)

86, $3,653-5,480/mo (86)
Date first published in "Job Openings":
February 19, 1986

SECRETARY - #0544

ASP - Natural Systems Group
Non-Exempt Range: 26, $611 - 794/mo

(.50 FTE)
Date first published in "Job Openings":
April 30, 1986

SECRETARY - #0551

UCAR - Office for Interdisciplinary
Research
Non-Exempt Range: 26, $1,222 - 1,588/mo
Date first published in "Job Openings":
May 14, 1986

* Asterisked positions are appearing in
"Job Openings" for the first time.*
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JUNE 2ND THROUGH JUNE 9TH

MONDAY, June 2

OPEN

TUESDAY, June 3

OPEN

WEDNESDAY, June 4

OPEN

THURSDAY, June 5

6 HAO Seminar -- Lunar Tides in the Upper
Atmosphere -- Robert Stening, HAO

10:30 a.m.
NCAR Mesa Lab, Main Seminar Room

FRIDAY, June 6

OPEN

MONDAY, June 9

OPEN

Calendar Notes announcements may be mailed to
Sheryl Meek, ML 140. Wednesday at 12:00 noon
is the deadline for items to be included in
Calendar Notes.
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